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RESOLUTION OF HLPM 2023 
 

1. The participants1 of the High-Level Passenger Meeting 2023, commit to further improve the 
CIT Agreement on Journey Continuation, to increase the geographical scope of the 
agreement, improve its implementation and user experience by integrating it with the upcoming 
digital ticketing solutions. 

2. The participants commit to further improve the passenger experience when planning and 
booking international rail tickets. They confirm their commitment by working together with CER, 
UIC and CIT, for the implementation of the milestones in the CER Ticketing Roadmap in order 
to achieve a  seamless international passenger rail travel..  

3. The participants commit to work closely with infrastructure managers and freight operators to 
achieve the best possible Capacity Regulation that would ensure better cross-border 
coordination and faster implementation of the TimeTable Redesign project (TTR) and Digital 
Capacity Management.  

4. Participants invite policy makers at the European and national levels to ensure the 
development of a well-maintained and modernised comprehensive rail network which  
effectively connects all the metropolitan regions in the European Union also by means of a 
significantly larger high-speed rail network would further contribute to a modal shift to rail and 
additionally would set a coherent standard in transport quality all over Europe and thus 
contribute directly to achieving the Green Deal objectives. 

5. Participants acknowledge that the data economy is an essential driver for innovation, allowing 
transport operators to offer efficient and attractive travel options that meet passengers’ needs. 
In order to ensure a positive and sustainable impact on the transport sector, the participants 
encourage the European Commission to foster an open and fruitful discussion on the creation 
of a resilient and sustainable Mobility Data Space based on reciprocity, interoperability and 
data sovereignty. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Adopted at the High-Level Passenger Meeting in Rome on October 13th, 2023. 

 
1 Participants include representatives of CER and UIC Members.  


